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WELCOME
Happy New Year , where has the time gone? Did your times improve over the last
year – have you made a resolution to better your times this year? But does time
really matter. Next time you have a bad run see the trees smell the roses don't beat
yourself up.
Check out page 10 for our free training sessions to improve your orienteering
experience, read our race reports then put your name down for planning a course, you
will get lots of help if you are new at it and it really does help your progress. Many
thanks for those of you who have contributed to this edition.

Ed Anne Gibbs
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So, another year over and we reflect, as a club, on our successes and our
failures in 2015 and the challenges that face us in 2016. There has been a
distinct amount of navel-gazing and concern from the committee this year
as to our direction and much discussion as to whether we are facing ' burn-out'. Certainly, we
cannot rely on the same ten or so members for all our activities in the future and it has been
disappointing to see so few of the club getting involved on a regular basis. Numbers of members at
our level C events (Lincoln, Grantham and Burghley Park races) towards the end of the year was
below what we’ve had in the past and only a hardcore few made the recent Saturday ‘Race the
Parks’ series. This, coupled with the lowest turn-out in five years at the ‘Blue Riband’ Club Champs,
is worrying on many levels. A call has gone out for planners to put their hands in the air for the
night score series and we’ll need more of the membership to volunteer for the spring and summer
events in April to July, if we are to see things improve on this count, and I hope many of you will
also make an effort to come along to all of these events and support what the club is trying to do.
On a positive note, however, the Race the Parks series did see a pleasing number of new faces
come and try the sport and the publicity and focus on this local initiative seems to have paid some
dividends, with 5 new members joining us towards the back end of 2015. We welcome Nick Lyons,
Darren Patrick, Neil and Lynette Devlin and Stewart Cunningham to our ranks. We also owe thanks
to Marcus Lancastle, who helped us to open the way for some publicity around the Lincoln parkrun,
and he’s also waving the flag for us down at Lincoln & District Runners, several of whom came to
the winter series and we hope to see more of them coming along on a regular basis in the future.
On the bigger national scene, we’ll be running in the CST qualifier at EAOA’s round at Hatfield
Forest, Bishop Stortford, on Sunday 13th March and I hope as many of you as possible can make it
along to try and get us through to the final. This year this will be at Tankerlsey in SYO territory and
so is a nice local one for us! Further info regarding the qualifier will be coming out via email soon.
I’m also putting together JK relay teams, so let me know asap if you’d like to come along to
Yorkshire at Easter and join in the fun...

Entries are now open for BOC2016 at

www.theboc.org.uk
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BRAMCOTE

A WARM

TO

New Members
Neil & Lynette Devlin Nick Lyons
Darren Patrick

Kathryn Lambert

Stewart Cunningham
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Race the Parks reports
Boultham Park

21st Nov 2015 by Justin Williams

At 6am, as I lay awake listening to the howling gale and the pelting rain,
the omens for the event did not seem good! Fortunately, by the time we
got to Boultham the rain had (just about) stopped and the wind was
starting to ease. That said, it was still a bitterly cold morning and I fear the
weather may have put off some potential customers. Certainly the large
gathering of park-runners dispersed very quickly following their race. Toby
and Hazel came with me to help put out the controls, but as soon as that
was done they (very sensibly) retired to the car/café for the rest of the
morning!
The map I was given to start with was just of the park itself, so I was initially struggling to devise
an interesting 4k-ish course, let alone a score that would last 45 minutes. Fortunately a new map
arrived in the nick of time, which covered a larger area and gave some more options to work with.
The line course was planned to give as many route choice legs as possible given the constraints of
the area. I will just say well done to all those who competed especially Liam Harrington who won
the score and Andrew Ridgway being first on the line, and a big thank you to the team who set up
and ran the event.

Hartsholme Park

28th Nov 2015 by Anne Gibbs

29 hardy orienteers turned out on a lovely sunny but windy day for an easy run
around Hartsholme, and apart from Geoff’s hill, which caused quite a discussion, all
went well.
Being one of our scenic parks its not a hardship to plan there but there has to be
some long boring legs around the lake to get the distance in, the smaller area on the
east of the lake is more interesting. It was a very welcome sight to see some new
runners and lets hope that they return. Congrats go again to Liam Harrington and
Andrew Ridgway in winning the score and the line respectively. Liam in a time of 23.27 and
Andrew in 32.39.

Congratulations to Ally on being voted on to the
committee as Publicity Officer and Junior Rep and also
to Trudy Crosby being voted on in an un-posted
position
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West Common 5th December by Ben Mather

We had problems from the beginning - when we were putting out the
controls- the controls were grippled up and we had no gripple key to undo
them. Thankfully we had spare gripples, so we put an extra one on to
secure the controls to the points and after that we had no problems and
the controls went up relatively quickly, we finished just in time as people
started arriving. After setting up the start we just had enough time for a
pasty and coffee!

The best part of planning a course- by far- is the positive and constructive
feedback afterwards.
Well done to all those who participated, and especially to Andrew Bennett 3rd, Ally Wright 2nd,
and Andrew Ridgway 1st on the line course.
On the score Sarah Pike came 3rd, Marcus Lancastle 2nd and Paul Murgatroyd came 1st.
Thanks for coming to the event.

Ben

South Common 12th Dec by

Clare Hanna

If it's South Common, it must be cold and wet - and the weather lived up
to expectations in the concluding event in the Race the Parks series. In
the circumstances it was great to see another good turn out from the
newbies, some of whom came on after doing Parkrun. South Common is a
more physically demanding and technical orienteering area than the flatter parks especially as I
managed to include 140m of climb in the line course, and an introduction to dodgy corner.
Congratulations to Nick Lyons and Marcus Lancastle who led the newer members home in the
line and score events respectively. John Mather held off Tanya Taylor to win the line event, and
Liam Harrington won the score. A special mention to Francesca who gamely battled the
elements for 89 minutes to find all the controls in the score (Note to self - it is important to
explain the rules of a score to new people !) and a big thanks to all who stayed to collect
controls in the driving rain.
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Orienteering Foundation -

Who we are

The Orienteering Foundation is a registered charity, independent of British Orienteering. It
was set up with money from a bequest from Bertie & Elsie Ward and is now raising further
funds and awarding grants. The objectives are to promote the sport of orienteering through
enhancement, innovation, and alleviation of hardship.
The Orienteering Foundation is built on your generosity. We welcome all donations, no
matter how large or small, and there are many ways you can contribute.
Many grants have been made, for example supporting national teams at the World
Schools Championships, regional squads training at home and abroad, and enhancing the
Junior Home Internationals. There has been a historical focus on juniors, but we welcome
grant applications for any projects that meet our objectives.
There have been some recent changes to the Orienteering Foundation and this article gives
you the up to date news.
New web site
The Orienteering Foundation has substantially revised its website
(www.orienteeringfoundation.org.uk) which now includes details of how to donate, how to apply for
funding, and reports from funded projects - let us know what you think.
New Orienteering Foundation Chair
At the Trustees' meeting in September, the Trustees elected Neil Cameron as Chair for the period
until early 2018.
Making grant applications
The process for making grant applications is under review but full details of the current process
and an application form can be found on the new web site. We are keen to have new applications
by January 2016 so that they can be considered at the next Trustee meeting on 1 February.
Deadline dates and the application form are on the website.
Donors
Thank you to all those who continue to support us, or have recently started a regular donation.
We are of course always happy to receive donations (this can be done directly from the web site if
you wish) and to discuss the work of the Foundation with potential new donors (contact the Chair
or any other Trustee). Donation methods and sources include:
ñ Regular monthly or yearly donation
ñ Oneoff donation
ñ A bequest left in your will
ñ Proceeds from fundraising activity
ñ Donation of volunteer expenses: instead of ignoring expenses, claim them and give them to
charity (the Orienteering Foundation)
Orienteering Foundation and Contacts
You can contact the Orienteering Foundation be e-mailing
chair@orienteeringfoundation.org.uk or admin@orienteeringfoundation.org.uk The Chair can also
be phoned on 01684 294791.
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BRAMCOTE HANDICAPS

For those of you that don’t know the LOG Handicaps are a fun event that we have
every year usually in Dec, it has been held at Walesby for the last 7 years but this
year being held at Bramcote made for different results and will prove an interesting
project for setting the handicaps for next year, in fact I expect Geoff to be starting
the day before.
Bramcote is far more technical than Walesby and not easy to follow people as W is.
I saw Andy Lucas. Jeff Baker and Jonathon Roberts running round like headless
chickens – it is fairly hilly and unfortunately caused Ally to fall and bump her head,
no it didn’t result in loss of mental capacity that would be impossible, but it did
bring forward her eye op of which we hope she speedily recovers.
Geoff started first and finished last – Murgy started last and finished first – which
says it all really.
It was a disappointment as to the low numbers especially as NOC put on free food
and sweets, PLEASE do support your club in these events.

WINNERS OF BLUE RIBAND

3RD JO NELL

2ND LIAM HARRINGTON

1ST & Overall Fastest
PAUL MURGATROYD
CHOCOLATE ORANGE WINNERS

AMY LAVERY 1ST

GEORGE LAVERY
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Diary Dates

DATE

VENUE
BEVERCOTES

CLUB

14-Jan

NOC
WOOD
UNIVERSITY OF

21-Jan

LOG
LINCOLN
BOULTHAM

28-Jan

LOG
PARK

04-Feb
11 FEB

ERMINE EAST

LOG

WEST COMMON

LOG

DATE
17-Jan

VENUE
EYAM MOOR

CLUB
DVO

31-Jan

HICKS LODGE

LEI

14-Feb

BESTWOOD

NOC

GRIMSTHORPE
20 March 2016

LOG
CASTLE

03 April 2016

SHERWOOD PINES
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PLEASE SUPPORT YOUR CLUB AND HELP WIN
THE HEAT AT THIS YEARS

COMPASS SPORT TROPHY
13TH MARCH 2016

AT

HATFIELD FOREST
BISHOP STORTFORD

Congratulations
Ben Mather Charlotte Fox
Both winning BOF awards

TRAINING ON THURSDAY NIGHTS IS NOW
FREE - HOW GOOD IS THAT! YOU PAY £30
FOR A PERSONAL TRAINER AND WE ARE
NOW OFFERING AN HOUR FOR NOTHING.

COME AND JOIN US.
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CALLING ALL JUNIORS BELOW 17 YEARS YOUR
CLUB NEEDS YOU. 10 TH APRIL 2016

YVETTE BAKER TROPHY AT
BEACON HILL LEI WWW. logonline.org.uk

To all EM Orienteers:
Please could all members to check the EMOA League tables on the
EMOA website and report any errors or omissions to me before 17th
January 2016.
My contact details are:
www.ursula.williamson.orienteer@gmail.com
01509 412132.
The presentations of the winners' plaques and certificates for the top three
places in each category will be at the EM Score Championships at
Clumber Park on Sunday February 7th at 10am. You can enter this event
in advance via Fabian 4 at www.fabian4.co.uk. (Senior entries on the day
will cost more than pre-entry.)"
Ursula Williamson
EMOA League Organiser
ursula.williamson.orienteer@gmail.com
01509 412132

DUE TO LACK OF INTEREST THERE WILL BE NO
FURTHER COMPETITIONS
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Keep up to date with LOG on
Facebook –
Lincoln Orienteering Group
Twitter - @ LOGGERSLATEST
Web site – www.logonline.org.uk
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